
Night City Sports Scoop 
By Nick Jonias 

Devastating news rocked the roller derby 

world early this morning as Janet “Hit 

and Run” Owens was found brutally 

murdered in the hallways of the Arc 

Angels cube complex in South Night City. 

Residents on her floor were awakened by 

an explosion at Janet’s end of the floor, 

reporting a loud scuffle and screaming 

from the hallway before silence. When a 

brave soul finally opened the door, they 

found her naked body hacked to pieces, 

her trademark bat “Old Glory” on the 

ground nearby.  

Janet’s skin was the traditional burnt 

orange normally on display during her 

matches, so her fans can rest assured 

she did not go down quietly. NCPD has 

declined to comment on the investigation. 

But folks in South Night City all know 

nothing will come of this. After all, when 

does NCPD follow up on murders in that 

part of town? Janet had been in the news 

a few days earlier for playing a street 

match with her former team, the Lipstick 

Lazers, against the Snazzy Sharks of 

Little Europe.  

The match had been interrupted by an 

unknown individual detonating an 

explosive in the crowd resulting in a 

stampede that injured many spectators. 

NCPD locked down the block for hours 

while Trauma Team came in to deal with 

the injuries. Her last posts on her 

personal Garden site were apologies to 

the fans for the incident at the game, and 

a vow to track down whomever dared to 

attack her fans and former teammates. 

Quote, “You fuck with my bitches, and I 

fuck with you.”  

Uploader Stream: Wanda “Stryker” O’Lery  

<MEDIA TRANSCRIPTION BEGIN> 

> Hey there lovely followers! Today’s we’re 

taking a behind-the-scenes look at our 

awesome “Stryke Team!”  

> Lynxx Lixx our fearsome leader, pushes 

everything until it’s done! And the 

shadowy man behind her? That’s her 

driver! 

> But our driver, Dram Steve, is a great 

guy! We’ve started calling him 

“Boomboom” for fun! Him and Hara Bagh 

Shordmon are always together and 

bickering like an old couple! 

> Hijack Showtop seems like a cool guy as 

well, but his friend Lock Keye hasn’t 

shown up yet. Well, I guess better late 

than never! 

> So, my lovely people, here are the facts! 

> Nova Tech Warehouse is under attack! 

Lots of dead employees. Makes me so 

sad. 

> Thankfully, we have heroes here in Night 

City to protect us! People coming out to 

change the world and make a difference! 

The REAL movers and shakers! 

The Stryker Files Ep. 522 

Night City Scoops  

By Jaffar Spelling  
The end of this week is going to be marked 

by clear skies and our monthly lunar 

event. That’s right, Night City. Full moon 

coming your way with all its attendant 

craziness and suffering. If history is an 

indicator, death tolls will rise drastically 

as the night progresses. Add into that this 

ridiculous heat, and you’ve got yourself a 

recipe for slaughter! 

What is the mystique of that full moon? 

Sure, there are the old tales of 

werewolves and other night-dwelling 

creatures, all fangs and teeth. Maybe 

uneducated 19th and 20th century school 

children ran screaming at the thought of a 

half-man/half-wolf creature chasing them 

down. Hell, even the members of 6th 

Street are scarier than a fuzzy man-dog. 

Whatever the reason, we already know 

what to expect: it’s going to be a week 

custom made for Death.  
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Full-Moon Madness,  

on the Way  

Real i ty  Can ’t  Compete  

NCPD on the Hunt 
By Frasier Brendanson 

A member of NCPD Vice was discovered 

late last night, slain execution style in Old 

Japantown.  

Detectives are taking this one personal, as 

one of their own was found with the term 

“ACAB” scrawled on his corpse, 

presumably in blood. 

While normally not concerned with 

Combat Zone crimes, NCPD is determined 

in hunting down the individual, or 

individuals, responsible for the killing of 

the Decorated Officer.  

Any leads are rumored to be rewarded. 

Please contact your local precinct for 

more information.  

<Obituary to be printed tomorrow> 
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